
MO HAWK
3yo c. by UNCLE MO

HIP 3322

ANALYSIS

Despite breaking his maiden sprinting on the 
dirt at Los Alamitos, Mo Hawk has proved that 
he runs his best race going 2-turns on the 
turf. In his first start over the lawn, he took the 
field wire-to-wire before spurting away to a 
1-1/2 length victory over allowance level 
company at Indiana. He backed this effort up 
with another strong performance back around 
2-turns on firm turf where he earned his 
career-best speed figures across the board, 
ultimately finishing second having been caught 
on the wire by a neck. He is back on the work 
tab since his last start and looks to be a handy 
allowance/overnight stake horse to add to 
anyone's stable.

After his dominant Alw-N1X win in his first start on the grass, Mo Hawk was sent back to 
the dirt in the G3 Peter Pan. In this Graded Stakes debut, he proved that 2-turns on the dirt 

is not his game when he set the pace but ultimately faded once into the far turn. He was 
unlucky to catch a yielding turf course next out and never handed the ground from the 
start. His two best races to date were run over firm turf courses and it can be expected 

that Mo Hawk will continue to turn in solid efforts over this preferred C & D.

THOROMANAGER

DRF PPs

Mo Hawk breaks his maiden at Los Alamitos.

Last Race: 9/23/20 AOC-N2X at IND 
Trainer: Rodolphe Brisset
Conditions Left: Alw-N2X, Stakes 
Preferred Surface: Turf



MO HAWK HIP 3322

RACE SCHEDULE

Mo Hawk's two best Thoro-Graph figures were best run over a firm turf course further 
highlighting that he does not appreciate: A) 2-turns on dirt and B) a yielding turf course. He 

earned a career-best (7) Thoro-Graph last out which is a very strong figure in comparison to 
other stakes quality horses in his age group. For example, Fancy Liquor earned a (91) Thoro-

Graph before progressing to a (6) Thoro-Graph when winning the G2 American Turf on Derby 
Day. With a slight progression forward, Mo Hawk figures to be competitive at the stakes level 

next season. 

THORO-GRAPH




